LED High-Intensity Light Fixture
Step 1. Remove the protective plastic film from the black side of the Light Fixture Hood and place it upside down on a protected
surface to prevent scratching. This will reveal the Ballast Clips inside (Figure 1). Important: Remove the LED Bulbs from the Ballasts
to prevent breakage during assembly by twisting them 90 degrees and sliding the pins through the slots (Figure 3).
Step 2. Examine a Ballast and note that one end of it has an open pin (female) socket and the other end has a closed pin (male)
socket. Important: Place the Ballasts into the Hood so that male and female ends alternate at each end of the Light Fixture, exactly
as shown in Figure 1. Push a Ballast into each set of Clips, making sure to center the Ballasts in place. .
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Step 3. Plug the Electrical Cord into the male end on an outside Ballast. On the same end of the Light Fixture, connect the other two
Ballasts together by plugging in a Link Cord, as shown in Figure 2. Snap it firmly into place. Important: The Link Cord is specifically
molded to fit only one way on the end of each Ballast. If is does not fit, make sure the Ballasts are positioned with alternate male
and female sockets at each end of the Light fixture.
Step 4. On the opposite end of the Light Fixture, use a Link Cord to connect the Ballast that's attached to the Electrical Cord to the
center Ballast. All three Ballasts should now be connected to each other.
Step 5. Reinstall the LED Bulbs by sliding the pins on the Bulbs into the Ballast sockets, then gently twisting the Bulbs 90 degrees until
they “lock” into place (Figure 3). Do not force the Bulbs into place. Tip: If the LED Bulbs look misaligned, press on the white plastic
cover to pop it back into place (Figure 4).
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Step 6. To hang, find the two slots with the “T”-shaped tabs in the top of the Light Fixture. Hook a small split ring (not included)
around the “T”-shaped tabs. Tip: Angle the ring around one side of the T, then the other. Attach chains or cords to the split ring
with S-hooks. Find split rings, S-hooks and chains at your local hardware store.
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